Writing in Science

As a scientist, you are a professional writer.

Success as a scientist is not simply a function of the quality of the ideas we hold in our heads, or of the data we hold in our hands, but also of the language we use to describe them. We all understand that "publish or perish" is real and dominates our professional lives. But "publish or perish" is about surviving, not succeeding. You don't succeed as a scientist by getting papers published. You succeed as a scientist by getting them cited.

Having your work matter, matters. Success is defined not by the number of pages you have in print but by their influence. You succeed when your peers understand your work and use it to motivate their own. The importance of citation and impact is why journals measure themselves by the Impact Factor and why the citation-based H-factor is becoming more important for evaluating individual researchers. If you have 10 publications that have each been cited 10 times, you have an H of 10; if you have 30 papers that have each been cited 30 times, you have an H of 30; but if you have published 100 papers and none have been cited, on the H-factor you would rate a flat zero. Success, therefore, comes not from writing but from writing effectively.
The power of writing well also explains a pattern I noticed as I was looking for examples to include in this book, a pattern I had only been unconsciously aware of before. When I needed examples of good writing, I could usually go to the leaders in various fields—most write exceptionally well. They are able to cast their ideas in language that is clear and effective and that communicates to a wide audience. Is this pattern accidental? I doubt it. These men and women not only think more deeply and creatively than most of us, they also are able to communicate their thinking in ways that make it easy to assimilate. That is how they became leaders.

Your initial reaction to this observation may be to assume that these people think more clearly than most, and thus they write more clearly. Certainly they do both, but it is less obvious which way causality goes. Does clear thinking lead to clear writing? Or, alternatively, does clear writing lead to clear thinking? The answers to these questions may seem intuitive, but they are not.

I ask, finally, that you avoid one error of belief that is monstrously prevalent. This is the widespread notion that “to write clearly, you must first think clearly.” This sharp little maxim may appear logical, but it is really rubbish. No matter how rational your thought may be (or appear to be) on a particular problem, no matter how detailed your intentions and plottings, the act of writing will almost always prove rebellious, full of unforeseen difficulties, sidetracks, blind alleys, revelations. Good, clear writing—writing that teaches and informs without confusion—emerges from a process of struggle, or if you prefer, litigation.

Most often, the terms of the formula given above need to be reversed: “clear thinking can emerge from clear writing.” Imposing order by organizing and expressing ideas has great power to clarify. In many cases, writing is the process through which scientists come to understand the real form and implications of their work.

Scott Montgomery. The Chicago Guide to Communicating Science

I agree with Montgomery. Often, the process of structuring your thoughts to communicate them allows you to test and refine those thoughts. As you focus on writing clearly, you force yourself to think more clearly. Improving your writing will help you become successful, both because it allows you to communicate your ideas more effectively, making them accessible to the widest audience, and also because it makes your thinking, and thus your science, better.

This brings me back to my original argument—as a scientist, you are a professional writer. Writing is as important a tool in your toolbox as molecular biology, chemical analysis, statistics, or other purely “scientific” tools. Some of these tools allow us to generate data; others to analyze and communicate results. Writing is the most important of the latter. Because it forms the bridge to your audience,

it can act as the rate-limiting step that constrains the effectiveness of all the other tools.

Despite the importance of writing, however, for most scientists it is something we do post hoc. After we get the data, we “write up” the paper. This is an unfortunate approach. Because writing is a critical tool, you should study it and develop it as thoroughly as your other tools. Writing is as complex and subtle as molecular biology.

I wish I had a secret I could let you in on, some formula my father passed on to me in a whisper just before he died, some code word that has enabled me to sit at my desk and land flights of creative inspiration like an air-traffic controller. But I don’t. All I know is that the process is pretty much the same for almost everyone I know. The good news is that some days it feels like you just have to keep getting out of your own way so that whatever it is that wants to be written can use you to write it.

But the bad news is that if you’re at all like me, you’ll probably read over what you’ve written and spend the rest of the day obsessing, and praying that you do not die before you can completely rewrite or destroy what you have written, lest the eagerly waiting world learn how bad your first drafts are.

\textit{Anne Lamott, Bird by Bird}\textsuperscript{2}

Even the most successful writers struggle with writing. It is actually easier for us as scientist writers because as readers, our expectations are low and we want the information—we’ll fight through cluttered sentences and disconnected paragraphs to try to get it. But if readers have to fight that fight, some will lose, and then you, the author, will be the greater loser. How many papers are so brilliant, so earth-shattering, so discipline-changing that if you don’t read and assimilate them, your research will be blighted and your career will suffer? Do you need more than the fingers on one hand to count them? Most of us never write one. Rather, we build our careers incrementally—our peers read our papers and use our ideas; the more papers we publish and the more they are used, the more successful we are. But our work gets read and cited because we made our points well enough that readers could follow what we were saying. Our proposals are funded because we were able to make our ideas clear, compelling, and convincing to reviewers. Our success, then, comes from our ability to communicate our ideas as much as from their inherent quality. As the author, therefore, your job is to make the reader’s job easy.

That last point may be the overriding principle that all the others in this book grow out of, so let me repeat it, louder. \textit{It is the author’s job to make the reader’s job easy.}

Despite the importance of writing effectively, many respected scientists are at best only competent writers, and we could all be better. Yet most books on science writing take a technical approach to preparing a manuscript, focusing on basic

\textsuperscript{2} A. Lamott, \textit{Bird by Bird} (Anchor Books, 1994).
information such as how to structure a paper, whether to use figures or tables, and how to manage the process of submitting a paper and dealing with editors and reviewers. Those books are more about publishing than about writing; they treat writing as something a scientist does.

I take a different approach—treating being a writer as something a scientist is. That distinction may appear subtle, but it is profound. If writing is merely something you do, like washing the glassware after an experiment—a perhaps unpleasant afterthought—you will never be a successful writer. You will not invest in sharpening your tools or expanding your toolbox; you may not be aware that you even have a “writing toolbox.” That changes when you recognize that you are a writer and accept it as your profession. Professionals pay attention to their craft, study it, analyze the work of peers to learn from them, develop new tools, and experiment with new approaches. They grow in their ability to perform with style and power, whether that be to create wooden chairs, legal arguments, life-saving surgeries, or scientific papers that become classics. If you want your writing to be effective, become a writer.

This book is unapologetically on the craft of writing—communicating through the written word. I won't tell you how to put together a figure, how to assemble a bibliography, or how to decide where to submit the paper. There are excellent books that cover that material, and I intend this book to complement rather than replace them. Instead, I target scientists—from students to working professionals—who are ready to go beyond the basics and become writers.

While focusing on the specific issues we face as scientists in producing papers and proposals, I approach the challenge of technical writing from the perspective of a writer, thinking about the issues the way professional writers do. Thus, a large part of the book is about story and story structure—how you lay out issues, arguments, and conclusions in a coherent way. If you can't deal with the big issues, the small ones don't matter very much. Good tactics never overcome bad strategy. Then I move on to finer scales, from overall story structure through paragraphs and sentences to how we choose individual words. The final section covers specific challenges that arise in different types of science writing.

1.1. WRITING VERSUS REWRITING

One thing to keep in mind as you read this book and apply the ideas to your own work is that this is really a book about rewriting, not writing. Every single thing I tell you not to do, I do in my first drafts—I may do them less than I used to, but I still do them. First drafts, though, don't matter; no one else sees them. Trying to get a first draft perfect can be paralyzing, a phenomenon well recognized by the best writers on writing.

A warning: if you think about these principles as you draft, you may never draft anything. Most experienced writers get something down on paper or up on the screen as fast as they can, just to have something to revise. Then as
they rewrite an earlier draft into something clearer, they more clearly understand their ideas. And when they understand their ideas better; they express them more clearly, and when they express them more clearly, they understand them even better . . . and so it goes, until they run out of energy, interest, or time.

Joseph Williams, *Style: Ten lessons in clarity and grace*

Rewriting is the essence of writing. I pointed out the professional writers rewrite their sentences over and over and then rewrite what they have rewritten.

William Zinsser, *On Writing Well*

The last word on rewriting comes from Anne Lamott, who addresses it with humor and insight:

Shitty First Drafts. All good writers write them. That is how they end up with good second drafts and terrific third drafts.

I know some very great writers, writers you love who write beautifully and have made a great deal of money, and not one of them sits down routinely feeling wildly enthusiastic and confident. Not one of them writes elegant first drafts. All right, one of them does, but we do not like her very much.

Unfortunately, this quote highlights just how wonderful a writer Lamott is—her third drafts are terrific. When I finish a paper, there are usually 10 or 20 drafts cluttering up my computer, and I only think the last one is terrific until I reread it later. Rereading things I’ve written is often painful; imperfections glow like neon signs, leaving me to wonder how I ever managed to miss them in the first place.

Writing can be a painful process of rewriting, rewriting, and more rewriting until your work gets good enough to send off. An artist never completes a work—they merely let it go. This rewriting cycle develops both your writing and your thinking, moving both toward clarity and power. How do you get to Carnegie Hall? Practice, practice, practice! How do you get an award letter from the National Science Foundation or the National Institutes of Health? Polish, polish, polish! If you are going to be a successful writer, learn to embrace the pain and enjoy the process.


Science Writing as Storytelling

A good story cannot be devised; it has to be distilled.
—Raymond Chandler

Elizabeth Kolbert, the author of the extraordinary book on climate change *Field Notes from a Catastrophe*, once said that the problem she has with scientists is that we don't tell stories. That statement bothered me, because we do. If we didn't tell stories, we would write papers with only Methods and Results; we could skip the Introduction and Discussion. We also wouldn't read Charles Darwin's *Origin of Species*; instead, we would read his notebooks and get the raw data.

But, we do write papers with an Introduction and a Discussion, and we do read *Origin of Species*. A paper doesn't only present our data—it also interprets them. A paper tells a story about nature and how it works; it builds the story from the data but the data are not the story. The papers that get cited the most and the proposals that get funded are those that tell the most compelling stories.

Somehow, though, our kind of storytelling didn't connect with Kolbert; in fact, it connected so poorly that she didn't recognize our stories as stories. Why? I suspect three reasons for this. First, scientists tell stories using a formalized structure that doesn't match well with that used by journalists. Our stories get lost in the struggle of cross-cultural communication. Second, many of us are poor
storytellers; either we don’t see the story clearly or we just can’t tell it clearly. Finally, some (perhaps most) scientists are uncomfortable with thinking about what we do as “telling stories.” Many associate the idea of “stories” with fiction. Scientists are supposed to be objective and dispassionate. Arguing that you are writing a story may seem to suggest that you have left that objectivity behind and with it, your professionalism. Rather, many scientists feel that their job is simply to “present their work,” and so do a poor job of highlighting the story. The result is that even an outstanding journalist who spends a lot of time talking with scientists doesn’t recognize that we are telling stories.

That lack of recognition raises several issues that scientists should consider. The first is the formalism of how we write papers and proposals. I won’t argue that we should change how we structure these documents; they serve our needs to communicate among ourselves. (The phenomenon that they don’t communicate well to the rest of the world is a different concern.) The second issue is how to become better storytellers and better communicators. That is something we can all work on.

The final issue is more complex. Is seeing science writing as storytelling professional or not? Journalists are also supposed to be objective and dispassionate (and the best ones are), yet their entire discipline is grounded in the concept of “story.” So there is nothing inherently unobjective or unprofessional in the idea of storytelling. To tell a good story in science, you must assess your data and evaluate the possible explanations—which are most consistent with existing knowledge and theory? The story grows organically from the data and is objective, dispassionate, and fully professional. Where you run into problems is when the authors know the story they want to tell before they collect the data and then try to jam those data into that framework. Anne Lamott captures this conundrum well. Although she was discussing fiction, her advice applies equally to science.

Characters should not, conversely, serve as pawns for some plot you’ve dreamed up. Any plot you impose on your characters will be onomatopoetic: PLOT. I say don’t worry about plot. Worry about the characters. Let what they say or do reveal who they are, and be involved in their lives, and keep asking yourself, Now what happens?”

Anne Lamott. *Bird by Bird*

Lamott highlights the importance of listening to your characters to draw the story out of them, rather than imposing it on them. How do we, as scientists, take this advice? Do we even have “characters” to listen to? Of course we do. Our characters, however, aren’t people; instead, they may be molecules, organisms, ecosystems, or concepts. Nitrogen cycling in the arctic tundra, benzene and its reactions, or genes and their functions can be characters that we “listen to” by carefully analyzing our data with an open mind. Then we can develop these characters in a paper as we discuss them and what makes them tick.

Kolbert’s difficulty with understanding our stories raises the social imperative of our becoming better storytellers. As science has moved from esoteric,
ivory-tower natural philosophy to something that directly affects the lives and well-being of the public, our inability to communicate has grown into a crisis. Science is often ignored, misunderstood, or misrepresented in the public arena and in policy decisions, a phenomenon many of us bemoan. How can we solve problems as serious as global warming or cancer without basing the solutions on the best available science? Ensuring that science is used properly requires more than just presenting facts to decision makers. Unfortunately, our approach to communicating to them is often analogous to traveling overseas and speaking louder when the locals don’t understand English. Going to Washington, D.C. and speaking loudly to the locals in “science” is about as successful—it doesn’t get our point across, and it makes us seem arrogant, a good way to get dismissed. Our inability to communicate outside the narrow confines of our specializations undermines our ability to influence policy and to generate new sources of funding. We don’t have to become science popularizers like Stephen Jay Gould or Carl Sagan, we just have to become better storytellers. Doing so will make us more effective with each other, with our professional translators (science journalists like Kolbert), with policy makers, and with the public.

2.1. FINDING THE STORY

The distinction between presenting results and telling a story embodies a challenge for many when writing papers. If you believe that writing a paper is about presenting results, then it would seem reasonable to outline everything you did and then say something about it. But somewhere in that mass of data is a story trying to come out. Find it, and give it to us.

In looking for the story, remember that when we do science, we get data from the mass spectrometer, the DNA sequencer, or the telescope, but our ultimate goal is not those data—it is the understanding we derive from them. In the discovery of the structure of DNA and the molecular basis for heredity, it wasn’t Rosalind Franklin’s Photo 51, the critical X-ray diffraction image of DNA (figure 2.1a) that gained fame but the sketch of the molecular structure of DNA that Francis Watson and James Crick built from it (figure 2.1b). Franklin’s lack of credit for her role in the discovery has created controversy over the years because there can be no story without the underlying data, but that controversy is a separate issue. My point is that raw data have limited direct value and are usually interpretable by only a small group of experts—Photo 51 means nothing to me beyond its role as a historical artifact. The double helix model of DNA, however, I understand. It is interpretable by many and is at the core of the work of thousands of scientists spanning from medicine to soil microbiology. Watson and Crick’s groundbreaking paper


had power because they used the data to tell a story about nature and how it works, developing an intellectual model of DNA structure and what that implies for heredity. We look for and value such insights and understanding.

The role of scientists is to collect data and transform them into understanding. Their role as authors is to present that understanding. However, going from data to understanding is a multi-step process (figure 2.2). The raw data that come from an instrument need to be converted into information, which is then transformed into knowledge, which in turn is synthesized and used to produce understanding. In the case of DNA, Photo 51 was data—an image of X-ray scattering. Franklin used that data to produce actual, critical information on the atomic structure of crystallized DNA. Watson and Crick used that information to produce knowledge—the double helix structure. The last step is understanding—taking that knowledge about the molecule's structure to explain how it allows cell replication and heredity.

The further along the path from data to understanding you can take your work and your papers, the more people will be able to assimilate your contributions and use them to motivate their own work and ideas—and that should be your goal. If you don't provide understanding (or at least knowledge) readers will be left searching for it. The data are supporting actors in the story you tell. The lead actors are the questions and the larger issues you are addressing. The story grows from the data, but the data are not the story.

This recognition leads to a process that I think is critical to developing good stories and writing good papers, a process that hearkens back to Lamott's
comments about listening to your characters: develop your story from the bottom up, then tell it from the top down. Start with the data, think about them, listen for the story they are trying to tell, and find that story. Don't listen just to your characters' loud proclamations, though; listen also to their quiet, uncertain mutterings. What might that shoulder on the spectrum mean? If that nonsignificant treatment effect were real, what would that say about your system? Is that outlier a flag for something you hadn't thought about but may be important? Overinterpret your data wildly, and consider what they might mean at those farthest fringes. Explore the possibilities and develop the story expansively. Then, take Occam's razor and slash away to find the simple core.

Why go through this "elaborate and slash" process? Isn't elaborating a waste of time if you're going to come back to a simple story in the end? Why not start there? Well, if you start with the first simple story that comes to mind, you are probably imposing plot onto your characters and falling into the trap Lamott describes. Only by exploring the boundaries and limits of your data can you find the important story.

The power of the exploring the fringes is well illustrated by Bill Dietrich's graduate research. Dietrich is now a professor of geomorphology at the University of California, Berkeley, and is a member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences. For his doctorate, he worked on how hill slope steepness controlled soil depth in the Pacific Northwest. Most of the data fit a nice tight relationship (figure 2.3), which made a perfectly good story. But there were outliers where soils were much deeper than they "should" be. He could have ignored them and focused on the main story. He didn't. He looked at the deep soils and what created them; he found that along a hill slope, the bedrock is uneven and in places forms hollow "wedges" (figure 2.3). Over time, those wedges fill up with debris and soil. Once filled, they aren't obvious on the landscape, but woe to the person who buys a house below one—in a heavy rainstorm, they can flush out, creating lethal mud flows. Evaluating the processes that fill and flush these wedges became a focus of Dietrich's early research career. Because he listened to his characters carefully, recognized that the most important story wasn't in the average but in the outliers, and then explored those outliers, he came up with more novel, exciting, and important science.

Learning to explore the fringes of your data, however, can be difficult and frustrating. When I was a graduate student, I would sometimes go to my advisor, Mary Firestone, with what I thought was a simple question. Then we might spend weeks discussing issues that wandered all over the intellectual map and didn't appear to fit on the straight road from my question to the answer. Many of the issues Mary raised seemed irrelevant and extraneous. What on Earth did the kinetics of bacterial glutamine synthetase have to do with my data on how plant roots compete against microorganisms for available nitrate in the soil? Over the years I worked with her, I came to understand what we were really doing in those conversations. Mary saw more of the system and how it fit together than

I did; she was teaching me how to do good science. She was exploring the issues to deepen our thinking, to ensure we found the story that tied together the sometimes apparently contradictory data, and to identify issues that might trip us up later. Though not always easy, it was an important lesson, one I remain grateful for.

So listen to your characters carefully—take the time to hear what they have to say and figure out what they mean. Fight the pressure to publish prematurely. One good paper can launch a career; many mediocre ones build a rather different one. Think well, write well, and then think some more while you write. Let the story grow from the data and then structure the paper to tell that story.

When we recognize that writing a paper is writing a story, it raises the obvious point that we can become better storytellers, better writers, and better scientists.
by studying what makes a good story, how other writers do it, and how to apply those ideas to science. We can communicate more effectively while remaining rigorously professional.

There are three aspects to effective storytelling. The first is content—what makes a story engage and stay with us? The second is structure—how do you put together that content to make it easy for us to get? The third is language—how do you write the story in the most compelling way possible? This book is about these three issues.

EXERCISES

2.1. Analyze published papers

Pick several papers from the primary literature. You will come back to these, chapter after chapter. I suggest you pick:

- A paper from a specialist journal written by a leader recognized as a strong writer.
- A "normal" paper from a specialist journal.
- A review or synthesis paper.
- A paper from *Nature* or *Science* or some journal that targets a broad audience.

Identify what you think the key story points are. Did the authors do good job of highlighting that story? How far along the flow from data to understanding did the paper go? Could they have taken it further?

2.2. Write a short article

**Step 1. Identify the Key Story Points for your Work.**

(This is adapted from an exercise developed Ruth Yanai at SUNY-ESF.) For each question, write a short paragraph—no more than two to three sentences. These identify the essential story elements.

1. What is your opening? This should identify the larger problem to which you are contributing, give readers a sense of the direction your paper is going, and make it clear why it is important. It should engage the widest audience practical.
2. What is your specific question or hypothesis?
3. What are the key results of your work? Identify these in a short list. There should be no more than two to three points.

4. She credits it to Bill Graves, Dick Gladon, and Mike Kelly at Iowa State University.
4. What is your main conclusion? What did you learn about nature? This should use the results from section 3 to answer the question from 2, and should address the larger problem identified in 1.

**STEP 2. WRITE THE ARTICLE.**
Write a short article describing your research. Your target audience is scientists who are not specialists in your discipline. You are trying to tell the story of your work and engage and educate your readers, not write a technical paper. The tone can range between somewhat technical and more casual, but it must be something that technical readers would find interesting. Use your answers from step 1 to frame the story you write in this part of the exercise.

The word limit is strict: 800–850 words.

**STEP 3. ANALYZE YOUR WRITING.**
Circulate your articles among your writers’ group (a group of three to four people seems ideal for this). Analyze and edit each other’s work. Then discuss the articles. Ask and answer the following questions:

1. What did the author do well? (It’s always good to start positive.)
2. Was the topic interesting? Was it cast at the right level and hit the right audience? Could you have rewritten it to engage a wider audience? Did it make you want to read the rest of the piece?
3. Was the specific question clear?
4. Were the results clear? Did they relate to the topic and the specific question?
5. Were the Conclusions true conclusions, or were they merely a restatement of the results? Did they relate to the large issues raised in the opening? Did they answer the specific question asked? Did they clearly grow from the results presented in the piece?
6. What did you get as the “take-home” message of the story? Do you believe that this was the message the author was trying to give you?
7. Was the writing clear? If not, can you figure out why and identify ways to make it clearer?